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AI SERVES BUSINESS AND PEOPLE
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Competitiveness and trust are two sides of the same coin

• The EU must take the lead in developing
trustworthy Artificial Intelligence (AI) to yield
economic, social and environmental benefits

HOW MUCH CAN AI IMPROVE BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE?

• A favourable business environment, including an
enabling regulatory framework, is necessary to
encourage businesses to innovate and invest in
AI
• The availability, accessibility and free flow of
data, with the appropriate data protection rules,
need to be promoted as basic prerequisites for
the development and uptake of AI
• Education and training systems need to be
overhauled to respond to changing demand for
skills
• Cooperation is needed between the public
sector, businesses and other stakeholders in
research and innovation, as well as in developing
education and training systems
• The principles of trustworthy AI should be an
integral part of the strategies and processes in
place in every organisation
Potential incremental value from AI over other analytics techniques
Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

AI-related business relies on data and innovation
To be competitive, the EU must provide the right
conditions for AI-related innovation and business
development. An efficient single market for data is
necessary for the development and uptake of AI. The
EU should also be supportive for the establishment of
European digital platforms and platform ecosystems to
create new added value. Rapid development of education
and training systems is also needed.
Considering the rapid development and uptake of AI outside the EU,
the EU needs to step up its efforts to improve its competitiveness.
Investment in innovation and infrastructure and the further
development of the single market are priorities. Businesses also
need an overall business environment tapping the potential of
AI. This must include taxation, regulation and the availability of
production factors.
As AI is primarily based on data, any obstacles to the accessibility,
interoperability and free flow of data must be eliminated, while
ensuring proper data protection. An efficient single market for
data is increasingly important, as it is not separate from the single
market for goods, capital and services.

Funding education via research projects is thus an essential way for
the EU to remain competitive in AI.
However, there are no one-size-fits-all solutions. Different sectors
– be they health, transport, finance or manufacturing – have
their own specific features. Accordingly, they have specific needs
and challenges to overcome, which must be considered in policy
making.
Trustworthiness and competitiveness are closely interlinked: trust
can bring about a competitive advantage for businesses, while
only competitive businesses can provide trustworthy products and
services for society. The approach and principles of trustworthy AI
should be adopted and introduced as an integral part of the culture
of each organisation.

Expectations for education and training
• More knowledge and understanding of the nature and
functioning of AI is required for society at large
• Education and training must respond to both immediate and
long-term demands, and to the needs for both basic and
advanced digital skills
• In addition to ensuring basic AI literacy, general skills should
provide people with the ability to apply AI when creating
innovative solutions in their everyday life and work
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• A strong science, technology, engineering and mathematics base
is needed, while recognising that both the development and use
of AI require wide competencies, including in social sciences and
the arts

Business models based on data and platforms are becoming
the “new normal”. While today business-to-consumer platforms
are mainly dominated by big companies from outside Europe,
European businesses would have significant potential to compete
successfully in business-to-business platforms. However, a level
playing field with foreign competitors is crucial.
Business ecosystems, comprised of companies of different sizes
and from different sectors and different parts of value chains, are
necessary for the development and uptake of AI, as is collaboration
between businesses and various stakeholders. To foster agility in
innovation, “sandboxes” are needed to try out new ideas.
Talents also play a crucial role as an enabler of innovation and AIrelated business development. These talents are being promoted
at universities in research projects and then move on to industries.

• Higher education via research projects is the most efficient way of
fostering talents for AI
• There is a demand not only for specific “AI skills” but also for skills
to apply AI in specific sectors and tasks
• In addition to far-reaching reforms in the curricula from primary
schools to universities, there is an evident need for upskilling and
reskilling
• Life-long and ongoing learning is a must for everyone and
will increasingly take place in the workplace and be based on
individual ambitions

TO BE AVOIDED:
The development and uptake of AI must not be undercut by:
• ignoring the two-way interdependence between competitiveness
and trustworthiness,
• rules and requirements that hamper innovation and investment.
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